we can take with us, exhibit to our onlookers, and display to our clients in ultima thule, the extent and breadth of our technical and specialized learning, the power of analysis which we hope we have developed, the ability to deal with people effectively, which our contacts should have improved, and the high ideals which our common association should have fostered.

Signed, sealed and declared by the said class of 1937 of the Law School of the University of Newark to us as and for our last will and testament, who before them and in the presence of each other have hereunto subscribed our names.

CLASS OF 1937 LAW SCHOOL.

Alberto Dastou
Dominic Candari
William Tamburel
JUNIOR MORNING CLASS

The Junior Morning Class has acquitted itself nobly in both the scholastic and extra-curricular fields. Harold Popper, was Associate Editor on both the Legacy and the Observer. Sol Eichler was Treasurer of the Student Council and Henry Gertner was Secretary of that same body. Stephen Orlando was very active in the Wig and Mace. The social life of the Junior Morning Class was not neglected. Various functions were held and were thoroughly enjoyed by the class.

As Freshmen, it took us some time to orient ourselves and as Juniors, that feeling has about worn off. What we should now say is, "Seniors, we aim to surpass your records and usurp your laurels."

HENRY GERTNER

JUNIOR AFTERNOON CLASS

As a result of the merger, we students have benefited by our new contacts, our classroom work has become more interesting because of the contrasting methods of approach, and the conclusions of law now are more or less classified as problems, intended to draw out our mental processes. It would be unfair to extol the accomplishments of a few of the class and leave out the others, because a class is not composed of those who have actively participated in all activities and class discussion, but also of the real majority who are the real backbone of the class; those who sit in class day in and day out, zealously taking down what they hope to be the correct statements of the law.

No doubt our number will be diminished by quite a sum at the end of the year, but we hope that a substantial number of the boys will be together again next term. We are all looking forward to our final year in Law School. It means the nearing of the completion of years of intensive schooling and the eventual advent into the world of practicalities. To the outgoing Seniors, we wish all the luck in the world.

HARRY MOPSICK.
JUNIOR EVENING CLASS

Having marked the second step in Law School, we as Juniors can hardly wait until our last step is reached. We have had that goal in mind since we came here as unspoiled freshmen (or so they thought). Our class is proud of its achievements by the individuals within it. Since our group is an evening class, naturally any extra-curricular activity undertaken by a member of our class is well worth taking notice, but when those particular members excel, then we have real cause to cheer.

Usually class histories are cut and dried, very much stereotyped, and to avoid this fault and disharmonious chord, our most sincere wishes and congratulations to the Seniors, with the averted hope that they as future barristers will uphold and keep high the name of our profession-to-be.

EMANUEL SCHANERMAN.
FRESHMAN MORNING CLASS

Our initiation into the mysteries of law is over, and we fondly reminisce of the beginning. We met, a heterogeneous group, and elected our class officers. Our first social event was an afternoon "get-together", and that we did. It served to foster and perpetuate inter-class relationships most successfully. In fact it was surpassed only by our Freshman Class formal dance held at the Essex House. On the heels of that came the Student Council dance at the Montclair Athletic Club with the entire Law School. But the life of a would-be-lawyer is far from a simple series of social events. That fact was brought home to us when we had to face our mid-year exams.

Deciding that our success in both curricular and extra-curricular events was worthy of compensation we held a Spring Formal. But while we procrastinate, our May exams are creeping up on us, and after all we do want to become Juniors next year.

ELEANOR DOLSKY.

FRESHMAN AFTERNOON CLASS

At the opening session of the Freshman Afternoon Class, the student body elected their officers shown above. The President and representative, Radoff and Kaveny, respectively, served on the Student Affairs Committee which arranged the details of the great Student Council Dance at the Montclair Athletic Club. Our Afternoon Class also helped to make the Freshman dance at the Essex House a grand success.

We Freshmen realize that the road we must travel is not strewed with flowers, but more than likely with thorns. We realize that the standards for a lawyer are becoming more and more rigid, but those of us that are really earnest in our endeavors, intend to be successful. Since we also happen to be a part of the first Freshman Class of the combined School, we intend to set a sufficiently high standard for succeeding classes to aim at.

MARTIN RADOFF.
FRESHMAN EVENING CLASS

During the past several years, there has been a definite trend of public sentiment to a social and economic change. Our class is a true product of these times. Every man in the class is conscious of the necessity for this change and also of the responsibility placed upon him to aid in bringing this change about. They however are far above the average young person, who demands an immediate overthrow of customs, and can see that if there should be a change it should be done gradually and without chaos. In short, our class is comprised of sane level-headed and balanced Americans.

Our class has had several social affairs sponsored by its various members. Richard B. Swanson was in charge of these occasions and secured many Broadway stars for our entertainment.

HERMAN B. HOFFMAN.
LEGACY

1937

PROMINENT MEMBERS OF FRESHMAN CLASS

EXTRA-CURRICULA